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Standard	magic	numbers	are	
generally	correct	only	for	
stable	and	near	stable	isotopes	
	
Experimental	studies	of	new	
isotopes	has	given	insight	into	
the	role	of	tensor	and	3-body	
forces	in	nuclei	
	
N/Z		(Isospin)	dependence	

Role	of	weak	binding	and	
coupling	to	the	conMnuum	
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N=20 shell gap 
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H = Esp+GP+P + xQ.QA	delicate	balance	between	the	
monopole	field	and	correla8ons.	

Δl=Δj=2			
à Quadrupole				
					CorrelaMons	

Role	of	the	π	d5/2-	ν	d3/2	interacMon	

N=20 shell gap 

20!

Ne" Ca"

Y.Utsuno et al PRC 60 (1999) 011301(R)"
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Δl=Δj=2			
à Quadrupole				
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N=20 shell gap 

20!

Ne" Ca"

Y.Utsuno et al PRC 60 (1999) 011301(R)"

	Or	in	the	words	of		Andres	Zuker:	
“Pairing	plus	Quadrupole	propose	and	Monopole	disposes”	
		Coherent	and	Random	Hamiltonians,	CRN	Preprint	1994	
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A driving question in nuclear science: !
!

Is the shell-model description static across 
the entire chart of nuclides?!

⇒?	

Near the valley of β stability!
Approaching the 

drip-lines!

⇒	
Protons! Neutrons! Protons! Neutrons!

Toward neutron 
drip-line!

“ExoMc”	Shell	Structure	and	CollecMvity		



	A.Bohr	and	B.R.	MoVelson,	Nuclear	Structure	Vol.	1"

 
•  low l levels (s, p) à extended 
wavefunctions (“halos”) 

•  Valence nucleons can become 
decoupled from the core 

•  Coupling to continuum states 
 

Weakly bound systems 



€ 

Sn ≈ Δ + λ

€ 

Sn ≈ λ
€ 

Sn ≈ Δ

Weakly bound systems 

λ /Δ ≈1

Protons! Neutrons!



 
 

48Ca!

47K!

46Ar!

45Cl!

44S!

43P!

42Si!

41Al!

40Mg!

N=28 

39Mg!38Mg!37Mg!36Mg!35Mg!34Mg!33Mg!32Mg!31Mg!30Mg!29Mg!

Gaudefroy and Grevy, Nucl. Phys. News 20, 13 (2010); Li et al., PRC 84, 054304 (2011).      
Nowacki and Poves, PRC 79, 014310 (2009); Doornenbal et al., PRL 111, 212502 (2013)

The neutron-rich Mg isotopes from 
N=20 to N=28 are deformed.

40Mg is a (near)drip-line nucleus, at the 
intersecRon of N=28, where shapes are 
believed to be rapidly changing.

Low-l orbitals near the 
Fermi surface bring the 
possibility of nuclear 
halos.

What to expect in 40Mg !



 
 

A brief history !
December 2010 – Sunday Campaign (NP1312-RIBF03)!
!
42Si produced at a rate of 25 pps/100 pnA following fragmentation of a high-
intensity 48Ca primary beam at RIBF in RIKEN !

48Ca @ 345 MeV/u!

42Si @ 200 MeV/u!

Graphite secondary 
target!



 
 

2p Knockout: 42Si ⇒ 40Mg!

Incoming 
secondary beam

4 g/cm2 C 
knockout target

•   Approximately 10 hours of beam-on-target!
•   5 events of 40Mg observed -- measured inclusive σ(-2p) of 40(18) µb!



 
 

N = 28 Coexisting Shapes!
Calculations and data indicate that the low-energy structure in 44S, 42Si, and 40Mg is 
dominated by two major, co-existing configurations: !

# Spherical and Prolate in 44S, Oblate and Prolate in 42Si and 40Mg. !
!
This suggests that a two-state(shape) mixing model can provide a description of their 
structure.!

44S

42Si

40Mg

Force et al., Phys. Rev. LeW. 105, 102501 (2010).

44S-2p! 42Si-2p!



 
 

σ Ratios to Constrain “Shape” Amplitudes!
Cross-section ration R plotted as a function of the prolate component (probability) 
in the 42Si (α 

2) and 40Mg (β 
2) ground-state wave functions.!

Experimental value!

Dominant deformations in the 42Si 
and 40Mg ground states are 

consistently opposite.!

Crawford et al., Phys. Rev. C 89, 041303(R) (2014).



 
 

40Mg: Where we left it in 2014"

40Mg!
Based on the inclusive cross-section from 42Si(-2p):!
•  40Mg likely only has one bound 0+ state (the ground state)!
•  The ground state deformation is likely opposite in sign to that of 42Si!

Open questions:!
!

•  Are there any bound excited states in 40Mg? !
•  Is E(2+) in line with expectations from shell-model?!
•  Is the ground state consistent with prolate 

deformation?!
•  Is there evidence for weak-binding effects in the 

spectrum of 40Mg? !



 
 

40Mg in December 2016!
What did we learn in NP0906-RIBF03 for spectroscopy in 40Mg?!

•  Cross-section for 42Si(-2p) is low – with 150 pnA of 48Ca primary beam, 
we expect only 25 40Mg / day using a 4g/cm2 C target!

•  With branch to 2+ as predicted by shell-model calculations* would    !
  expect only 10 counts in a photopeak!

•  Measured production rate for 41Al (0.6pps/100pnA 48Ca)!
•  Measured background with thick carbon target in -1p channel !

Proposed for NP0906-RIBF03R2!

•  Use 41Al reactions:!
•  41Al (-1p) – C target  !
•  41Al (-1p) and  41Al (p,2p) – CH2 target!

 ⇒ Increased (total) 40Mg production!
 ⇒ Greater 2+ population!
 ⇒ Improved peak/background (more 2+/40Mg)!

41Al(-1p)40Mg on Carbon!

State! Energy 
(keV)!

σ (mb)!
SDPF-MU!

0+! 0.0! 1.35!
2+! 733.0! 2.10!
0+! 1683.0! 0.58!

* Tostevin and Brown, private communication.!
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Production of 40Mg by fast-beam fragmentation!
Two Measurements at RIKEN/RIBF - high energy 48Ca beam 345 MeV/u !
!
December 2010!

	48Ca	à	42Si		(200	MeV/u),	2p	Knockout:	42Si	-2p	à	40Mg	(v/c	~	60%)	
!
December 2016!

	48Ca	à	41Al		(240	MeV/u),	1p	Knockout:	41Al	-1p	à	40Mg	(v/c	~	60%)	
	
!
!
!
!

48Ca	

40Mg	

41Al, 42Si	

H.	L.	Crawford,	P.	Fallon,	et	al.	



 
 

40Mg:  2016 setup!

BigRIPS!

ZDS!

Self-supporting Carbon (graphite) and CH2 targets!
CH2 ⇒ 3.82 g/cm2; Carbon ⇒ 3.80 g/cm2!

DALI2	γ	detector	186	NaI(Tl)	scinMllators	covering	4π	



 
 

Event-by-event identification of incoming beam!

40Mg!

41Al!

42Si!

•  BigRIPS fragment separator was centered on 41Al!
•  ~3% of incoming beam was 41Al; 42Si and 40Mg were both in 

acceptance of BigRIPS!
•  Average 48Ca primary beam intensity of order 400 pnA for ~6 days !!!

“cocktail”	of	beams	produced	and	delivered	to	target	



 
 

Event-by event identification of reaction products!

40Mg!

41Al!

38Mg!

41Al incoming beam!No incoming beam gate!

40Mg!

41Al!

38Mg!

Secondary	reacMon	products	idenMfied		at	the	focal	plane	
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Results!

•  500	keV	transi8on	assigned	to	2+→0+ 

•  Observe	a	20%	decrease	in	40Mg	2+	energy	
relaMve	to	38Mg.	

	
•  RelaMve	change	in	2+	(more	robust	

predicMon	than	absolute	value)	is	not	
captured	in	calculaMons!

2+→0+ 

4+→2+ 
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Results: 40Mg (670 keV transition)!

2+→0+ 

4+→2+ 

•  670	keV	transi8on	?		
22
+ → 21

+ 02
+ → 21

+41
+ → 21

+ +	...	22
+ → 01

+

•  No scenario fits with existing expectations 
(systematics) nor predictions from calculation!

!
•  Breakdown of systematics and theory predictions 

may suggest something is happening at the 
dripline ??!

*	

*	preferred	
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Weakly bound neutrons in 40Mg!
•  2-body NN interaction works to reduce the N=28 shell gap when removing 

protons from 48Ca!
!
•  Occupation of low l levels (p3/2) may lead to extended wavefunctions (“halos”)!

•  Could we consider 40Mg as a 
deformed 38Mg core and a !

    2-neutron p-wave halo ?!
!

I.	Hamamoto	PRC	79,	014307	(2009)	
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Weakly bound neutrons in 40Mg!
•  2-body NN interaction works to reduce the N=28 shell gap when removing 

protons from 48Ca!
!
•  Occupation of low l levels (p3/2) may lead to extended wavefunctions (“halos”)!

•  Could we consider 40Mg as a 
deformed 38Mg core and a !

    2-neutron p-wave halo ?!
!

SchemaMc	single-parMcle	scenario	

“EffecMve”	
38Mg	core	
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Weakly bound neutrons in 40Mg!
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Indications of weak binding - geometric overlap!

change occurs  BE ~ 1MeV !

Volume p3/2 overlap as a function of BE calculated in a Woods-Saxon* !

BE	(MEV)	

O
ve
rla

p	

*hVps://www.volya.net/	
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Indications of weak binding – PV coupling!

B&M,	Vol	II	pag.419	
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0+	

2+	 HCore	

4+	

2+	

0+	
Vnn	

38Mg	

n

nVnn	
Vnn-core	

H40Mg	=	H38Mg		+	Vnn	+				Vnn-core	
	
	

Core						2n	basis	 Mixing	

Weak coupling of two degrees of Freedom!

E(2+)	
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0+	

2+	 HCore	

4+	

2+	

0+	
Vnn	

38Mg	

n

nVnn	
Vnn-core	

Weak coupling of two degrees of Freedom!

If		Vnn	is	~	E(2+)	core	then	the	
resultant	two	2+	states	can	be	highly	
mixed,	giving	rise	to	two	low-energy	
gamma	transiMons	where	both	2+	
levels	directly	feed	the	ground	state	 01+	

22+	

21+	

E(2+)	

22
+ → 01

+
*	



Experiment			
Band-mixing				

				0+ 		 		 											2+1																																2+2	

RelaMve	populaMons	from	gamma-ray		and		
parMcle	singles	intensiMes	
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Nilsson	proton	levels	



0+	

2+	

1/2+	 1/2[211]		

Kf=1/2	 Ki=0	

4+	

41Al																																																			40Mg	
s1/2	

d3/2,	5/2	

2	

RotaMonal	part		

Single	parMcle	part	(1/2	à	2+2n)	treated	as	a	parameter	Ssp		



BE	=	877	keV			Vnn-Core=	69	keV		Ssp	=	0.13	
	

MinimizaMon	results	
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An alternative scenario: Rotation and Alignment!
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Rotation in 40Mg – aligned-band crossing!
En

er
gy
	(M

eV
)	

En
er
gy
	(M

eV
)	

Spin		 Spin	

38Mg	 40Mg	

~2Δ	

(!) (!)

paired band!

aligned band!

observed band!

paired band!

aligned band!

In	40Mg,	the	energy	to	break	a	neutron	p3/2	pair	needs	to	be	reduced	by	1/2	
Quenched	pairing	due	to	reduced	overlap?	

(		)	
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 HFB Calculation of Mg deformed ground states!



 
 

42!

 HFB Calculation of Mg deformed ground states!

p3/2	deformed	halo	and	quenched	pairing	
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Summary!

•  First data on excitation modes in a heavy weakly bound nucleus - 40Mg!
!

•  Observed spectrum does not fit with existing expectations and 
existing calculations!

•  Breakdown of experimental systematics and theory may suggest 
something new is happening at the neutron dripline!

•  Qualitative arguments indicate that weak binding effects could 
reproduce the spectrum seen in 40Mg  !

•  The observation of two low lying states maybe a consequence of 
“weakly coupled” (deformed?) 2 neutron-halo!

•  Next à  Implications for population pattern à SF’s!

•  Microscopic models taking into account extended wavefunctions 
and coupling to the continuum would be needed to provide a 
quantitative description !
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Part 2 
 
What is the Kerman’s Problem anyway? 

      
What we did and why     
 
Some (preliminary) results 

       

In	Progress	

Many Thanks to  
George Bertsch, Rolo Id Betan, Osvaldo Civitarese,  

Roberto Liotta and Nicu Sandulescu ! 



Arthur Kerman 1929-2017 



The Particle plus Rotor Model 101  



Kerman,	A.	K.,	1956,	Dan.	Mat.	Fys.	Medd.	30,	No.	15.	

The	first	study	2x2 matrix    



I. Hamamoto, Phys. Rev. C 79, 014307 (2009) 

Weakly Bound Systems 

39Mg 

K. Fossez, J. Rotureau, N. Michel, Quan Liu, and W. Nazarewicz, Phys. Rev. C 94, 054302(2016) 



Thus : 
 

à  Kerman’s Problem in the Continuum 



Thus : 
 

à  Kerman’s Problem in the Continuum 

Arthur Kerman to Rick Casten,  ca. 1980 
 
“Experimentalists should not dabble in thought …” 



Two-level à N levels  

K=3/2 

I 

K=1/2 

I 

N - levels 

Γ	

Vc 

e 



The  2x2 matrix    

Goes into an 
(N+1)x(N+1) 
matrix  

???? 

N levels 



In the limit  Γ à 0	
   

for which Mathematica tells me that the lowest eigenvalue is: 	
   



Take  e2-e1= e 
 
And energies in units of the rotational constant A ! 

Consider now 

Decoupling term  



First order perturbation solution ( Vc << e) :  

2x2 Solution Renormalization factor 

In the original Kerman paper : 
 
a = 0.2    e = 210 keV,  A = 15keV,  and Vc = 20 keV 



Renormalization of  the decoupling parameter 
and Coriolis matrix element 



Full solution:  





Summary 
The evolution of Shell Structure and Collective motion in weakly 
bound nuclei is a topic of much interest in nuclear structure 
 
A “2x2” Kerman-model calculation, including Coriolis mixing with 
an unbound state, was used to explore possible (general) 
consequences on rotational properties of an odd-A system 
 
Qualitative effects seem to appear when the width becomes 
comparable to the intrinsic level separation energy. 
  
Next steps:   
1)  Full solution  
2)  Extension to a single-j Nilsson multiplet 
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